
Quickly identify and take action on compromised accounts to mitigate Account 
Takeover (ATO) attacks. We deliver real-time monitoring of leaked login credentials 
across various internet sources, including the most hidden deep and dark web 
communities.

Capabilities
Corporate Credentials Monitoring

Monitor your employee email addresses with the company domain/subdomain 
or subsidiary company domains to flag accounts, reset passwords, and restrict 
permissions to prevent actors from accessing confidential or personally identifiable 
information. We deliver alerts via email, API, or SFTP about all newly identified 
credentials related to their monitoring list.

Complete Credentials Monitoring

Monitor your client accounts for compromise to keep accounts secure and prevent 
misuse. Gemini matches your hashed email address lists against our hashed database 
to identify compromised accounts and provide alerts on newly identified matches.

Gemini’s Edge
Our experienced team of multilingual analysts has been embedded for years and 
possesses intimate knowledge of the underground economy, as well as experience 
engaging with criminal actors, giving us unparalleled insight and access to dark web 
data. 

As a result, Gemini can provide not just data exposed in large public breaches, but 
also smaller unreported incidents. More than 90% of our data is retrieved from the 
most hidden parts of the criminal underworld by our world-class operatives.

Key Benefits:

• Quickly detect compromised 
accounts to take immediate 
action and minimize future 
incidents.

• Automate monitoring to 
provide protection at scale.

• Gain access to the broadest 
available data, including not 
just publicly known breaches, 
but also smaller, unreported 
incidents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About Gemini Advisory

The industry leader in Fraud 
Intelligence, Gemini Advisory 
empowers clients to mitigate the 
financial and reputational risks 
of payment card fraud before 
customers are affected. With 
cutting-edge tools, real-time data, 
and curated analysis, the Gemini 
team illuminates the dark web 
for clients by revealing emerging 
fraud schemes and mapping 
the ecosystem of cybercriminal 
marketplaces, threat actors, and 

Digital Skimming infections.

Schedule a demo at:
geminiadvisory.io

Leaked Credentials Monitoring
Proactively identify compromised corporate or customer 
credentials to prevent Account Takeover (ATO) attacks.
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